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“The NextGen Healthcare
mobile solution is the
antidote to physician
burnout. Having the ability
to review charts, dictate
notes, and prescribe
medication on their mobile
device of choice gives
providers the freedom to
engage with their patients
again instead of the computer.
This technology helps give
physicians their lives back.”
Rusty Frantz, CEO
NextGen Healthcare

their schedules, review charts, prescribe
medications, and dictate notes right on
their phones and in the exam room. There
is also an integrated feature which allows
clinicians to conduct telemedicine visits on
their phones.
The results speak for themselves. Using
their internal analytics, NextGen Healthcare discovered that on average, NextGen
Mobile users save 12 hours a month over
users who solely use the desktop version.
That’s more than an entire workday per
month that can be reclaimed. Further,
for clinicians using NextGen Healthcare,
more than 90% of the work is completed
before 6:00 PM Monday through Friday
— a fact which shows that a physiciancentric design can relieve the after-hours

administrative burden. It seems that burden is shifting to joy as physicians may
now find the time to support patient care
as well as their personal lives.
NextGen Healthcare’s mobile solution
is the antidote to physician burnout. Having the ability to review charts, dictate
notes, and prescribe medication on their
mobile device of choice gives providers the freedom to engage with their patients again instead of the computer. This
technology helps give physicians their
lives back.
The promise of tomorrow is the promise
of technology, and the clinical expression
of these advances are ubiquitous. However, technology, in many instances, has
also become an intrusive necessity that

has had a negative impact on the practice
of medicine. The 4-letter word that seems
to be associated with dissatisfaction is
time. Pressures placed upon providers
to do more have had a direct impact, and
this impact can be potentially translated
to diminished quality of care. Today, the
user experience is a central goal to most
technology interfaces. NextGen Healthcare has evolved the UX into the CX
(clinician experience) to help optimize
engagement, utility and satisfaction of
the electronic health record. Simply put,
it’s about time!
Follow me @JohnNosta for an enlightening
and unexpected view of the future.
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